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There is advertisement and there is advertisement: Most ads have the intention to make people
aware of a product, service or concept followed by the purchase and therefore support the free-
market economy (Reschke: 1998, p. 1); but there are ads whose main aim is to inform people, more
precisely to call their attention to a certain topic. Consequently, advertisements cause different
reactions: Some ads make people smile or even giggle; some just communicate plane information;
whilst others make people think and reflect; and again others literally shock people. Advertising
campaigns such as the WWF 9/11 one, the Get unhooked ads or Antonio Federici s banned
campaign (q.v. Appendix 1-3) are only three examples on the list of campaigns banned in the 21st
century due to unethical content. Those offensive advertisements include messages that transgress
laws and customs (e.g. anti-human rights), breach a moral or social...
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Great eBook and useful one. it was actually writtern really completely and useful. You are going to like the way the article writer publish this publication.
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These types of book is the perfect pdf available. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will planning to read through again again in the foreseeable
future. Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way which is simply soon a er i finished reading through this publication in which basically changed me,
modify the way i believe.
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